We address the problem of automatically reconstructing m-manifolds of unknown topology from unorganizedpoints in metric p-spaces obtained from a noisy measurementprocess. The point set is first approximated by a collection of oriented primitive fuzzy sets over a range of resolutions.
Introduction
In this paper we are not concerned with arbitrary unorganized point sets, but only with those obtained by a real measurement process.
Stereo reconstructions are rarely interpreted as surfaces because computer stereo vision typically produces a large fraction of outliers and ill-behaved noise. When many cameras are used, the problem becomes significant as in the dataset shown (Fig. 1) . If it were not for the outliers, the dataset contains many more measurements than are necessary for an interpretation.
In this paper we propose a me od of interpreting noisy there is an m-manifold in the world one observes, which may be a curve (m = 1), a visual surface (m = 2), etc.
One takes a finite number of local measurements whose dimension isp > m and uses them to create a representation with manifold structure. Of course, one does not know if a manifold is observed; the only information is present in the measurements and in the a priori assumption that the perceived object is locally homeomorphic to an open mball or a half-ball and can be covered by a finite number of subsets.
To our knowledge, the majurity of current bottom-up (non-parametric) methods for recovering curves or surfaces from visual data are based on the above assumption. What is rarely acknowledged in fuli consequence, though, is that measurements are always corrupted by noise. ' The unmeasurements as manifolds. T l ? e problem is as follows:
!A problem specific to 3-D vision is that retinal images are mere projections of the world and the fully-dimensional structure must be reconstructed, which also introduces various artifucts. certainty not only affects the local properties of the reconstructed entity but also the global structure one wants to recover: if we triangulate a set of points and a slightly perturbed set of the same points, the triangulations may significantly differ, even non-locally. The goal then is to suppress the influence of uncertainty on the recovered structure. Our assumption is that the dimension p of the measurements must be greater than the dimension of the manifold m. Since the measurements are corrupted by noise, our task must include simultaneous filtration and 'projection' on an m-dimensional structure. We propose that it is sufficient to locally filter and project the measurements by grouping them into local geometric primitives that sit in p-space and are expected to 'cover' the manifold the same way scales cover most fish. The smallest approximation error occurs when the subspace of the primitives eigenspace corresponding to m largest eigenvalues is parallel to the tangent (hyper-)plane of the manifold. The covering will be more compact if the primitives are compatible at their overlap. In this paper we show how to evaluate this overlap and how to build the global structure from local primitives.
After this introductory section, we describe in Section 2 a new m-manifold representation which will later be nar-rowed to surfaces in 3-D. Some results on the dataset shown in Fig. 1 are presented in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 we discuss our approach and propose future research topics.
Related Work
There are roughly two distinct approaches to the problem of surface reconstruction: (1) top-down: the connectivity information (the topological type of the surface) is a priori known, and (2) bottom-up: the connectivity is recovered along with geometry. The former problem has been extensively treated in the literature [12, 28, 30, 141 . Recently, a modification for closed compact surfaces has been reported in [6, 23, 201 . For a review of these methods, see [21. See also [22, 26, 191 for parametric models recovery.
Except for a restricted class of tasks, the topological type of the observed surface is not known in advance. In the recent work of Caselles et al., the topological structure is allowed to evolve during the recovery from an initial simple model (homeomorphic to a sphere) [31. The models are restricted to closed surfaces. Many of the top-down methods require collecting all the raw measurements prior to recovering the model and do not allow for (1) efficient incorporation of new local measurements to improve either the model accuracy or its descriptiveness (there were some attempts to do this in triangulations [32, 5] ), or for (2) removing redundant primitives to increase the ratio of descriptiveness over the description length of the the final representation (some attempts are reported in [ 1,271).
The bottom-up approach-known as reconstruction from unorganized points-is much more difficult and has not been treated as often. Tonnessen and Szeliski proposed modeling objects (surfaces) as collections of (isolated) oriented particles [29] , which was a generalization of the particles of Reeves [24] . They attempted neither to recover the model from real range data nor to establish the connectivity among the particles. This was later done by Fua, who recovered the models from unorganized points without the connectivity [9] and also including the connectivity [ l l , 101. He used 2-D Delaunay triangulation over a projection of the centers of the local primitives. This is only possible when the surface can be mapped on a plane by a one-to-one projection. Oriented particles are generally well suited for modeling elastic surfaces or surfaces under deformation [21] . Our work has been inspired by the work of Fua, but it differs in establishing the proper invariant connectivity among the local geometric primitives which, in turn, can help reject some inconsistent measurements.
Hoppe et al. recover local orientation at each data-point and then recover the signed distance function zero set by the means of a contouring algorithm [ 161 (see also [15,41) .
The distance is measured from the estimated oriented tangent plane and its zero set is a manifold by its definition. The (initially unknown) absolute orientation is propagated from points of known orientation in Euclidean Minimum Spanning Tree. The algorithm complexity is 0 (n log n ) , where n is the number of primary measurements. Recently, this work has been greatly elaborated upon [7] but the authors do not deal with the problem of outliers or uncertainty in the measurements. This approsch fails when the surface is not orientable: consider just a Mobius strip which is a perfectly visually observable entity and there is no reason why it should not be recoverable from visual data.
Edelsbrunner et al. introduced the formal notion of the family of a-shapes of a finite point set in R3 181. It is a generalization of the convex hull of a point set and represents the "shape" of the set.
In the presence of outliers in raw data or when the data describe just portions of objects, one wants to recover the manifold in a bottom-up process since it is much easier to deal with unreliable and/or incomplete information locally. Also for fusing information from many partial reconstructions, some intermediate representation is preferred, one that is more compact and more descriptive than isolated points. If we accept the bottom-up paradigm, we face two relatively independent subproblems, both of which are discussed in this paper: 1. Wow to group isolated points to meaningful, compact, and descriptive semi-focal geometric primitives. This is a local clustering problem. 2. How to establish connectivity between those primitives and create a (pseudo-)manifold structure. This is a global data interpretation problem and we want to separate it from the first step as much as possible since it depends on the purpose of data interpretation. In many clustering methods, one has to select a scale (resolution) at which the clustering should be done or employ global constraints like minimum description length [31] . Since selecting the scale requires a taskdependent knowledge and we want to postpone the interpretation to a later stage, we shall address the clustering problem by the means of simple and fast multiresolution clustering.
The reconstruction task is then accomplished in three steps:
1. Preprocessing. Grouping of isolated points according to an a priori local geometric model to geometric primitives that are instances of this model.
By recurring back to
(some of) the images the 0rientat;on and position of the primitives may be refined. 3. Interpretation at a given scale.
The Bottom-kTp APPFO~&

Verification and rejnement.
(a) Establishing the containment order of the primitives and removing those that are redundant at the given resolution. (b) Selecting the manifold order. (c) Establishing connectivity between the primitives based on proximity, mutual compatibility, and global topological constraints. In the preprocessing step local groblems (like removing outliers) are resolved and redundancy in the dataset is suppressed at given scale. This step is repeated at multiple resolutions. Multiple such collections are fused in a simple union operation.
In the interpretation step, primitives redundant at given scale are first removed and the collection of primitives is then interpreted by imposing additional non-local constraints as manifold structure (of selected order) with boundary.
The next section introduces a surface representation that aliows us to deal with the reconstruction task as we outlined it here.
Discrete Fuzzy Manifolds
The fuzzy-set framework provides us with tools suitable _for all partial problems and allows us to generalize. We will start with simple concepts that will be used in a more rigorous task formulation.
Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Relations
We build upon the standard notion of fuzzy set. For an introduction to this topic we refer the reader to [33] . Here we use the following notation.
A fuzzy subset S of Rp is defined by its membershi function p(xlS) : Rp + [0, 13, where the value of p(xlS7 represents the de ree of membership of a point x E R p in S. The interval 70, 11 is a special case of a membership set. For shortness, we shall often write p(S) instead of p(xlS). In addition to standard set-theoretic operations of complement, intersection, and union and the algebraic operations of product and sum, we require p(xIS) to be integrable and we define the norm
We will also fuzzify n-ary relations as follows: Let P be aproduct set of n sets, P = E1 x E2 x . .. x E, and M its membership set, a fuzzy n-ary relation is a fuzzy subset of P taking its values in M .
Primitive Fuzzy Sets
We are not interested in isolated primitive sets S , rather in a finite collection C = {SI, S2, ... . , Sn}. We shall assume that the primitive sets are finite and non-singular 0 < IIG(S)II < (2) and that they are local models to some more global structure. We will be looking for relations between the primitive sets that generalize the local properties of the members of C to the properties of the collection C in the large.
Since our primitive sets are intended as local manifold models, some geometric properties are required, namely, the primitives must be oriented to guarantee the existence of subspace which they can uniquely be projected to and which is supposed to be parallel to the manifold tangent (hyper-)plane. The knowledge of the orientation sign is not required, though.
Primitive Fuzzy Relations
Based on the standard fuzzy-set operations we define two fuzzy relations:
1. relative intersection 2. relative inclusion (containment) 
Fish-Scales
From now on, we shall assume that the membership functions have this particular form
where S is a p x p symmetric and positive-definite structure. matrix, the vector xo is the center, and f is a monotone nonincreasing walar influence function such that: O < f ( t ) 5 1, f(0) = 1, and f(t)"t < CO, IC = 1,2. 
Im
We shall call such sets Jish-scales and they will be used as local fuzzy geometric primitives. The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the structure matrix define the geometric properties of the fish-scale: its eigenvector corresponding to the extrema1 eigenvalue defines the fish-scale orientation and the ratios of eigenvalues define how flat, thin, etc., the fish-scale is. If A , , , is the maximum eigenvalue among
At, i = 1 , . . . , p of S, we define the scale rank p
We may then classify 3-D fish-scales @ = 3) as follows:
type , rank eigenvalues spherical The collection (a) of 0-simplices (vertices) and 1-simplices (edges) is not a complex (some edges intersect in between their endpoints). If we remove some of the edges we transform it to a complex (b). The complex can be further transformed to a pseudo-manifold (c) by removing some more edges. This process can be guided by the values of w associated with the edges.
2.5
At this point we will need some concepts from standard topology. For the lack of space here, we refer the reader to standard books, e.g. 
etc.2 The collection 6 , of all these simplices do not necessarily form a complex, since some of their intersections need not be simplices from the collection. We may remove some simplices from C , to obtain a complex, see Fig. 3 .
Moreover, we may remove simplices violating the pseudomanifold constraint to get a pseudo-manifold P, C @,.
If w > 0 there is at least one pseudo-manifold that can be formed from C,: it is the convex hull of C , . Let the weight of P, be the sum of the weights of all its 1-simplices that are incident on at least one 2-simplex. If ( 2 )
are equal, there is a unique pseudo-manifold P: E C , that maximizes the weight over all possible pseudo-manifolds P, that can be formed from C,.
Unfortunately, such an optimization task is an NPcomplete computational problem. We have developed a sub-optimal heuristic algorithm that works in O ( N 2 log N ) time for 2-complexes. It will briefly be described in Section 2.8.
2.6
There is an oriented antisymmetric edge-labeled graph G, associated with L (see (4) is to be selected. We want to pursue further research to develop this proposition.
The Fish-Scale Surface Model
From now on we shall restrict the general discussion to surfaces embedded in Euclidean p-space. Extending the results to any manifold dimension is trivial, since the key structures are defined for any dimensions. We have selected the exponential influence function f ( t ) = e-t, since the relative intersection and inclusion can be easily estimated and sinc;e the moments of the first and second orders of p(xIS) are directly related to the primitive set center and covariance matrix.
Let S, be the structure matrices of the primitive sets S,, and let XO, be their respective centers. Let 1st denote the determinant of S , let Iplz = ( S; ' + S T ] ) -* , and let
be the Mahalanobis distance between the fish-scale centers. The fuzzy relations (3) and (49 for a pair of primitive sets are then estimated as follows:
1. Relative intersection SI, S 2 ) 5 w(S1, S2): dimensionality of the measurement space. Nevertheless, the LZI is has similar properties as w (it is also a resemblance relation).
Relative inclusion
which is-like L ( & , SZ)-also a non-transitive ordinal relation because of (6).
Surface Reconstruction in W3
To implement the algorithm described in Section 2.5 we need a local condition acting on 2-simplices (triangles) and 1 -simplices (edges) that helps transform the intimal collection C , to a pseudo-manifold P, by removing some edges (and incident triangles). We use the following:
Condition 1
The angle between any two triangles incident on a common edge in a complex must be greater than 5 T.
This is a sufficient but not necessary condition for a complex to be pseudo-manifold. Clearly, no three triangles can be incident on a single edge without violating this condition. The condition also constrains the surface curvature (which is necessary since we do not constrain the boundary curvature and/or length). The heuristic algorithm then works as follows: L i j , 1, i), ( j , k , 1 ) ) and 7 2 = L{ (i, k , j ) , ( j , k , 1 ) ) are smaller than $r (see Fig. 5 ).
That we require the pseudosurface P, t6 be a subcomplex of Del3unay triangulation is a sufficient but not 3Tetrahedralization, in fact. 
Fig. 6:
Four images that were used as input data to the polynocular stereo algorithm.
necessary condition. The second condition is also sufficient but not necessary (it is much stronger than Condition 1).
If we find the necessary and sufficient conditions our reconstructions will contain less holes when the dataset is severely corrupted by noise. The computational complexity of this procedure is O ( N 2 logN) , which is the complexity of 3-D Delaunay triangulation. The algorithm finds a sub-optimal solution to the optimization problem described in Section 2.5.
Experimental Results
We show an example of reconstruction from a quadrinocular stereo system in which all the cameras are fully calibrated. The input images (see Fig. 6 ) are rectified and subsampled to half-resolution. Stereo matching is run independently on three of the six possible image pairs. Matches are selected based on maximum Normalized Cross-Correlation using a 5 x 5 image window and on left-to-right, rightto-left symmetric ordering and disparity gradient constraints. Sub-pixel resolution disparity is computed in a post-processing step that uses affine distortion model and least-squares parametric estimation. The reconstructed points from all three stereo pairs are shown in Fig. 7a . (It is a close-up of the set shown in Fig. 1 . No spatial clipping of the point set was done to get the results shown later.) Next, spatial binning with parameter n is used to group points to clusters: least-squares estimates of location x : are found within each non-empty 3 x 3 x 3 neighborhood of each bin. New location estimates x,!, and covariance matrix estimates S are found in a spherical region of radius 4.5 o centered at x:. The parameters (x,!,, S ) i describe the primitive sets. The result at scale n = 6.9" is shown in Fig, 7b . In this experiment we did not compute the hierarchical representation based on L as described in Section 2.6.
Reconstruction results for various scale parameters .n are shown in Fig. 8 . The rms error of the reconstructions is about 0.3" as measured for planar surfaces with random texture slanted no more than 45 degrees with respect to the cameras and at 800" distance from the rig. More 
Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a novel model for hierarchical discrete manifold representation and discussed the corresponding reconstruction problem. . We demonstrated the general method on surface reconstruction from isolated points.
The proposed p-D geometric representation is suitable for incremental reconstruction and for fusion of partial models of arbitrary topology; the reconstruction procedure can effectively suppress outliers and remove redundant measurements without using any computationally expensive robust methods, which makes it particularly suitable for fast processing of point-reconstructions from polynocular stereo.
The advantages of the proposed method are (1) significant data reduction compared to the original point set (about 1:40), (2) accuracy of less than 0.1% in range, (3) small sensitivity of the reconstructed structure to moderate noise in the data, (4) the recovered connectivity is invariant (dl to Euclidean transformation group, ( 5 ) the ability to recur to the input images for rejinementprior to high-level interpretation ofthe data, (6) datafusion is easy since it is done at intermediate interpretation level, (7) the topological type of the recovered entity is allowed to change with the change of resolution, (8) the information from a large number of cameras can be processed fast with the only bottleneck in computing power.
The data reduction and speed are very important for telepresence, where the bandwidth is a strong constraint.
The accuracy is very important for medical applications. And the stability is critical to partial models fusion.
To our surprise, it turned out that w e can cope with the presence of moderate highlights on the observed surface and with faint textures without affecting the precision of the reconstruction. The real-data example w e gave in this paper shows just that.
We are developing a general and scalable implementation using the message-passing paradigm of parallel computing of a system that reconstructs 3-D models from images from many cameras working simultaneously (Raymond McKendall, GRASP). We also pursue error modeling and propagation that is expected to help in the clustering step and help guarantee the performance bounds (Gerda Kamberova, GRASP).
